Abstract-The tree representation of the MIMO detection problem is illuminating for the development, interpretation, and classification of various detection methods. Dijkstra's searchbased detection method pursues tree exploration according to a sorted list of tree nodes. In this paper, a new probabilistic sorting scheme is developed and incorporated in an enhanced Dijkstra's algorithm for MIMO detection. The proposed sorting exploits the statistical properties of the path metric of tree nodes and yields effective tree exploration and truncation in the proposed algorithm. The relationship between the probabilistic sorting and the conventional one is established, and new features of the probabilistic sorting are presented. The superior performance of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated by analytical discussions as well as computer simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The MIMO detection problem can be graphically interpreted as a tree-search problem [1] . Maximum likelihood (ML) detection, relying on exhaustive search over the entire tree, is theoretically optimal yet computationally prohibitive. Thus, many practical methods have been proposed to remedy the infeasibility of ML detection in real MIMO systems by conducting more intelligent search on the tree. A class of tree-search methods, termed the best-first search [2] , which includes the stack or Dijkstra's algorithm [2] [3] , explores the tree nodes in the order of their cumulative path metric. This class of methods is shown to achieve the optimal computational complexity in the sense that it pursues minimization of the number of nodes expanded that is needed to establish the ML solution [3] . These methods however have dynamic memory requirement and thus constrained-memory variants were proposed to further reduce the complexity and facilitate hardware implementation [4] [5] .
In light of the efficacy of the best-first search, we develop an enhanced tree-search scheme based on the Dijkstra's algorithm. Our method employs a bounded node list as in [4] [5] and a new probabilistic node sorting scheme inspired by [6] . The new sorting scheme extends the idea of the bias introduced in [2] in the sense that it specifically consults the statistics of the path metric so that nodes at different layers of the tree are prioritized on a fairer basis. The resulting tree-search algorithm is demonstrated to be highly efficient in terms of both the complexity and the performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the system model and the tree representation of the MIMO detection problem are presented, with a related tree-search method introduced. Our proposed method is described in Sec. III with its performance demonstrated in Sec. IV. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Sec. V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND TREE SEARCH DETECTION

A. System Model and Problem Description
We consider a MIMO transmission system with m transmit antennas and n receive antennas (n ≥ m). The baseband signal model is given by
where y is the n × 1 received signal composed of the m × 1 transmitted signalx passed through the n × m flat-fading channel H and the n × 1 perturbing noise vector v. The transmitted symbol vectorx contains uncorrelated entries from the countably finite modulation alphabet, denoted as S, and has zero mean and covariance matrix σ Given the signal model in (1), ML detection is equivalent to solving a constrained least-square problem, i.e.,
where || · || denotes the l 2 -norm of a vector. The problem of searching the ML solution can be transformed into a treesearch problem. To see this, it is useful to consider the QR decomposition of H such that H = QR, where Q is a unitary matrix and R is an upper-triangular matrix. Then, the detection problem can equivalently be expressed as
where y = Q H y, (·) H denoting the Hermitian matrix transpose. Due to the upper-triangular property of R, ||y − Rx|| in (3) can be expanded in the following form: 
where
T represents the partial symbol vector, and (·)
T denotes the vector transpose. In the tree representation, the detection tree has m + 1 layers of nodes with a virtual root node at layer m + 1. 
B. Dijkstra's Search (DS) for MIMO Detection
The Dijkstra's search algorithm for finding the shortest path in a graph can be applied to solving the MIMO detection problem in (3). The Dijkstra's algorithm maintains a sorted node list during the tree-search procedure. Traditionally, the node list is unbounded; however, to facilitate hardware implementation as well as reduce complexity, a bounded node list has been suggested [4] [5]. Dijkstra's search with a bounded node list, hereafter termed the DS algorithm, is based on the following sorting rule.
Sorting Rule I: Consider two tree nodes: node A with path metric D i (x m i ) and node B with path metric D j (x m j ). Then node A is sorted before node B (i.e., node A is given higher priority) if
Sorting Rule I basically states that nodes maintained in the node list are sorted in ascending order of their path metric. The DS algorithm is described as follows. 
III. THE PROPOSED DIJKSTRA'S SEARCH WITH PROBABILISTIC SORTING (DSPS)
The DS algorithm introduced in the previous section is an efficient algorithm for finding the ML solution (with L = ∞). With finite-valued L, the algorithm does not always find the ML solution. In fact, the choice of L has a significant impact on the performance [5] . In the case of small L, "good" nodes may be discarded early if their path metrics are relatively large in the early few layers. In fact, sorting based on the path metric, as dictated by Sorting Rule I in the DS algorithm, overlooks the fact that nodes in the node list may come from different layers and thus their path metrics do not necessarily reflect the "goodness" of these nodes. More explicitly, a node (say, node A) in layer 2 having a slightly bigger path metric than a node (say, node B) in layer 4 may very likely be a better node. However, in the DS algorithm with a finite L, node A may be discarded while node B retained. Motivated by this observation, we propose an enhanced sorting rule to achieve more efficient tree exploration and truncation. The new method leverages the statistical properties of the path metric and references the layer information of the node.
A. The Proposed DSPS Algorithm
In the tree representation, in each layer k there is exactly one node that corresponds to the actually transmittedx m k . The path metric for this particular node, D k (x m k ), is distributed according to the chi-square distribution with 2(m − k + 1) degrees of freedom [6] . Its cumulative distribution function (cdf) is given by
where Γ(·) is the Gamma function and γ(·) is the incomplete Gamma function [7] . Sorting Rule II basically states that nodes maintained in the node list are sorted in ascending order of their "normalized" path metric. The new DSPS algorithm is described as follows.
Algorithm II: DSPS(L) A0-A2. Same as Algorithm I. A3. Order the nodes in C according to Sorting Rule II. Retain the first min(|C|, L) nodes and discard others.
Go to A1. It should be emphasized that the DSPS algorithm, even with L = ∞, does not always find the ML solution. However, it has nice properties that lead to improved detection performance for finite-valued L, compared to the DS algorithm.
B. Properties of the New Sorting Rule
The new Sorting Rule II inherits many nice properties of Sorting Rule I and introduces a new favorable one, as summarized below.
P1. Sorting Rule II is equivalent to Sorting Rule I in sorting two nodes in the same layer, since F (x; k) < F (x ; k) for x < x . P2. Sorting Rule II is equivalent to Sorting Rule I in addressing ties in the path metric, i.e., giving priority to the node in the lower layer (closer to the bottom of the tree), since F (x; k) < F (x; k ) for k < k . P3. Sorting Rule II is equivalent to Sorting Rule I in sorting two nodes of different layers where the node in the lower layer has a smaller path metric, i.e., giving priority to the node in the lower layer, since F (x; k) < F (x ; k ) for k < k and x < x . There is however one crucial situation where Sorting Rule II differs from Sorting Rule I:
P4. In sorting two nodes of different layers where the node in the lower layer has a bigger path metric, Sorting Rule II may or may not give priority to the node in the upper layer with a smaller path metric. This is exactly the case mentioned in the beginning of Sec. III, where the path metric of two nodes cannot unambiguously determine which one is more favorable. By referencing the statistics of the path metric, the new sorting rule innovatively addresses this situation in what will be shown a more effective way.
Note that the path metric of nodes in layer k that do not correspond to the actually transmittedx m k is distributed according to the noncentral chi-square distribution, whose cdf is denoted by F nc (x; k, λ) , where λ ≥ 0 is a nodedependent noncentrality parameter. Thus, it may appear more reasonable to use F nc (x; k, λ) for these nodes in Sorting Rule II. However, by adopting F (x; k) instead of F nc (x; k, λ), a disadvantage is posed against (i.e., lower priority is given for) these "bad" nodes in the sorting process as F nc (x; k, λ) ≤ F (x; k) for any given values of x ≥ 0 and k ∈ Z + , where Z + is the set of positive integers. This is a highly desirable property because the objective of the detection problem is to recover the actually transmitted symbol, or in the language of tree search, preserve nodes on the perfect decoding path and discard unwanted ones.
C. Complexity Analysis
An analytical argument is presented in this subsection to offer insights into the complexity advantage of the proposed DSPS scheme as compared to the DS. Similar to [3] , we use the number of nodes expanded, or equivalently, the number of nodes ever designated the "best node" in the algorithm, as a useful abstraction of the actual complexity involved. 
For finite L, only the necessary condition in (8) holds true.
O2. DSPS(L) algorithm:
Given fixed H,x, and v, for both infinite and finite L, if a node x m k is expanded, then
The converse is not true. Note that the condition in O2 is not equivalent to
, as the normalized path metric is not monotonically nondecreasing towards the bottom of the tree, and the insufficiency results from the fact that a node satisfying the condition will not be expanded if its parent node does not satisfy the condition and therefore is not expanded.
To give a sense of the complexity involved in the two algorithms, we consider the case L = ∞. Given fixed H and x, it follows from O1 that for DS(∞),
where 1 is the indicator function, equal to one if its argument is true and zero otherwise. Thus,
where the expectation E x is taken over all search paths. Likewise, it follows from O2 that for DSPS(∞),
Thus,
where It is seen that in the upper layers (closer to the root of the tree), X k 's (e.g., X 6 , X 7 , X 8 ) are predominantly larger than Y . This means that after taking
with a potentially sizable amount of difference. As a result, E x [J k ] will be much larger for DS than for DSPS, for k = 6, 7, 8, suggesting that nodes expanded in the upper layers are significantly reduced in DSPS as compared to DS. Although in the lower layers the relation between X k 's (e.g., X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ) and Y reverses, nodes in the lower layers will not be expanded if their parent nodes are not expanded, as discussed previously. In other words, (14) becomes an increasingly loose upper bound for nodes expanded in lower layers. Note that the DSPS algorithm requires an additional computational effort in evaluating F for each node in the node list, as compared to the original DS scheme. The cost can however be minimized by implementing a table lookup [8] for an online operation of the proposed algorithm. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we study the performance of the proposed DSPS scheme by computer simulation, with the DS scheme, the K-best decoding algorithm [9] , the minimummean-square-error (MMSE) linear detector, and the optimal ML detector as benchmarks. The symbol error rate (SER) and complexity performance are demonstrated for two configurations: 1) a 4 × 4 MIMO system with 16-QAM modulation (Fig. 3) , and 2) an 8 × 8 MIMO system with 8-QAM modulation (Fig. 4) . It is observed in Fig. 3 that DSPS and DS exhibit similar performance, significantly superior over MMSE and achieving near-ML with a sufficiently large L. Besides,
, and DSPS (L = 8) all achieve comparable performance, DSPS has significantly lower complexity. Figure 4 demonstrates similar results for a larger MIMO system, where the proposed DSPS scheme exhibits a more noticeable SER gain over the DS scheme (e.g., 1.2 dB for L = 8 and 0.7 dB for L = 16 at SER = 10 −3 ), and in the meantime achieves about 50% complexity reduction throughout the range of SNR for both cases of L. The greater advantage of DSPS in larger MIMO systems is because the employed sorting mechanism taking into account the layer information proves more beneficial when there are more layers. (In fact, further simulation results comfirm greater SER gains in even larger MIMO systems.) Lastly, it is seen in Figs. 3(b) and 4(b) that in medium to high SNR region (> 23 dB), the proposed DSPS demonstrates nearly identical complexity for both L = 8 and L = 16, which converges to lower bound 4 in Fig. 3 (b) and 8 in Fig. 4(b) . This suggests that a larger L can be adopted in our scheme to yield improved SER performance at nearly no additional complexity cost, a highly favorable property available in DSPS but not in DS.
V. CONCLUSION
A new tree-search detection scheme has been proposed for MIMO communication systems in this paper. The proposed method modifies the Dijkstra's search algorithm, which was developed from a pure graph perspective, by employing an enhanced sorting method created by acknowledging the physical meanings behind the tree structure. Specifically, the proposed probabilistic sorting leverages the statistical properties of the path metric of tree nodes, and takes into account both the path metric and the layer information of the nodes. The proposed method was shown by computer simulation to deliver noticeable SER performance improvement over both the conventional linear detector and the previous tree-search method, and yield significant complexity reduction compared to the previous tree-search method.
